Crash scene management and extrication

Until this training the main instrument used to get trapped victims out of cars was an axe – hardly surprising that ‘secondary injuries due to extrication were common’. In crash scene management emphasis was placed on preventing additional crashes and making the scene safe. Using blunt tools to extricate victims, such as car jacks and crowbars was emphasised.

Training

Many of the drivers did not have schooling beyond primary and some non at all. The course itself was 6 hours of instruction and practical including a live simulated crash scene and extrication. The trainers also insisted that rubber gloves be used, or at least plastic bags as an alternative to prevent blood contamination. The drivers were asked to make up their own first aid kits and splints. After the course 70 participants responded to a second evaluation to discover whether the lessons learned had been used and were of value. The results showed that there was an improvement in casualty handling after the course.

The authors recognise that objective criteria such as reduction in deaths on arrival in hospital would be difficult to obtain. This is a most exciting development and we must commend those involved for undertaking such a difficult but worthwhile task. Particularly with the advent of the minibus taxi in most parts of Southern Africa, road accidents have been on the increase. Making the drivers aware of the need of first aid and recovery of victims is something that most countries could do without high-level medical intervention.

This study was carried out by nurses and the training given by first aid personnel from Ghana Red Cross nurses and doctors. I recommend this paper as fascinating reading and hope that it will inspire many of us to follow suit.

Professor Ken Rankin
Head of Department of Orthopaedics
Kalafong Hospital
University of Pretoria
South Africa
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Maternal mortality in Africa

Maternal mortality using the World Health Organization definition entails maternal deaths occurring during pregnancy, labour, and within 42 days of delivery inclusive of abortion and ectopic pregnancy. Maternal death remains a major catastrophe all over the world and complications of pregnancy and childbirth are the leading causes of death and disability among women of reproductive age in all countries. It is estimated that the total number of maternal deaths in 1995 was 515 000, of these 252 000 (48%) occurred in sub-Saharan Africa. For every woman who dies 30 more suffer injuries, infections, and disabilities in childbirth. This means that at least 15 million women suffer morbidity as a result of pregnancy and childbirth.

In terms of maternal mortality ratio, the world figure is estimated to be 440 maternal deaths per 100 000 live births with Sub-Saharan Africa having the highest ratio (1:100). In terms of the lifetime risk of maternal death, the disparity remains striking. One in 12 women in parts of sub-Saharan Africa compared with 1 in 4000 women in Northern Europe. Countries with the highest maternal mortality ratios include Sierra Leone, Burundi, Ethiopia, Somalia, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria, Equatorial Guinea, Burkina Faso, Angola, and Kenya; these countries have rates of 1000 or more per 10 000 births. Some of these countries are noted for long periods of civil war (Angola, Ethiopia and Somalia to mention a few), with associated destitution, famine, squalor and hunger. Under these conditions, maternal death can only get worse.

Despite good ideas and intentions, the maternal mortality in sub-Saharan Africa is rising rather than falling. This trend will not change as long as the fundamental issues of poverty with gross inequalities, unforeseen emergencies, and illiteracy prevail in the continent.

The main obstetric causes of death include haemorrhage, sepsis, eclampsia, anaemia, and prolonged obstructed labour; complications of unsafe abortions are largely preventable and can quite readily be treated. These coupled with a myriad of indirect contributors like communication and transportation problems, shortages of health institutions, and other logistic difficulties – together with ignorance, superstition, and adherence to cultural beliefs that are detrimental to good health – act synergistically to convert a bad situation into a desperate one.

In Nigeria, the unforeseen emergency constitutes a high-risk group for maternal mortality. Women have virtually no antenatal care and often arrive at hospital when life is already endangered by difficult labour, advanced pregnancy complications, or coincidental diseases. No fewer than 70% of all hospital deaths in Nigeria have been attributed to unforeseen emergencies.
The late arrival is due to various constraints – cultural, financial, social, transportation, telecommunication barriers, and most importantly illiteracy.

The goal set out by the Safe Motherhood Initiative conference in Nairobi in 1987, and later adopted at several United Nations conferences, was to reduce maternal mortality by half by the year 2000. It has been suggested that to achieve this objective efforts must shift from the level of advocacy to the provision of an accessible quality maternal healthcare service. This should encompass the Four Pillars of Safe Motherhood which include family planning information, counselling and services, provision of basic but professional antenatal care, clean/safe delivery under supervision of a trained person, and readily available essential/emergency obstetric services at referral hospitals.

Family Planning is now an integral part of maternal and child healthcare (MCHC) in many developing countries, including sub-Saharan African countries. It has the great potential to improve the general health of women and to prevent death due to unwanted pregnancies. Unfortunately, despite stringent efforts at promotion, contraceptive prevalence, though on the increase, remains very low in many sub-Saharan African countries. It is, for example, 1% in Burkina Faso and Chad Republic, 2% in Ethiopia, and 3% in Cameroon. This is due to high illiteracy rates, shunning contraception and embracing high fertility – either from ignorance and superstition, or as a means of correcting a correspondingly high perinatal and infant mortality rate. In Nigeria, where some awareness has been developed, the contraceptive acceptance rate is still as low as 8% and supplies often run out due to non-availability or an erratic supply. Thus, family planning alone is unlikely to bring about the dramatic reduction in maternal deaths in Africa that everyone expects.

The health sector in several sub-Saharan African countries has witnessed striking changes over the years. Many new institutions have been constructed, although commonly poorly equipped and functioning with varying degrees of efficiency. There has also been an increase in the availability of various trained health personnel. However, these improvements have seen only marginal changes in the maternal death rate, which suggests that the solution to the problems of high maternal mortality do not lie completely within the confines of health institutions. Formal education has been shown to be a prime mover in reducing maternal mortality. Once women are educated they tend to make better use of existing medical facilities; they have antenatal care, and come to hospital early when things go wrong. Education also serves as the surest way of improving the general socio-economic status of people, which is a crucial factor in reducing maternal deaths. This, in addition to strong political will creating the right priorities, accounted for the drastic maternal mortality reduction in poor non-African countries like China, Cuba, Costa Rica, Sri Lanka and the State of Kerala in India. No wonder it was commented by a notable scholar, "Illiteracy and Maternal Health: educate or die?"

O Adegbola, B A Oye-Ademiran and C Igwilo
Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Lagos University Teaching Hospital
Nigeria
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Complacency and poor compliance lead to antibiotic resistance

Antibiotic resistance is reaching crisis proportions in many communities, and health professionals need to take a much more active role than hitherto if the inexorable rise in resistance is to be checked.

In Africa, the crazy pharmaceutical distribution system is central to the problem. Government drug registration systems are expensive and laborious, and not surprisingly the criminal fraternity has moved in to profit from it and flood markets with imitations or fakes from poorly regulated markets. Pharmaceutical production in India and China has mushroomed in recent years... in India I’m told that there are now over 3000 manufacturers!

Physicians, worried about the efficacy of the drugs their patients will buy, then compound the problem by prescribing stronger formulations than a condition really requires, in the forform hope that the patient will receive some active ingredients in what they buy. And too often the patient doesn’t complete the course anyway...

It’s a vicious circle. The article in this issue (page ten) on antibiotic resistance makes salutory but important reading. The authors, members of the Alliance for the Prudent use of Antibiotics are well qualified to comment, and yet when I checked their website (www.healthsci.tufts.edu/apua) I was amazed to see that Africa has only one APUA chapter (in Senegal). Surely there should be more action?

It would be interesting to elicit some debate on this. What are the pressure points? Is it the counterfeit market? Is it pharmaceutical pricing structures? Is it street corner vending? Is it poor patient compliance? Is it statutory regulation? What is failing?

What are the core problems, and what solutions are being found to counteract them? Amidst the general gloom, there must be some positive lessons out there that can be usefully shared between readers.

Bryan Pearson

PS The US Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta estimates that one-third of all outpatient antibiotic prescriptions are unnecessary.